Preparation of a magnetic N-Fe/AC catalyst for aqueous pharmaceutical treatment in heterogeneous sonication system.
High efficiency and facile separation are desirable for catalysts used in water treatment. In this study, a magnetic catalyst (nitrogen doped iron/activated carbon) was prepared and used for pharmaceutical wastewater treatment. The catalyst was characterized using BET, SEM, XRD, VSM and XPS. Results showed that iron and nitrogen were successfully loaded and doped, magnetic Fe2N was formed, large amount of active surface oxygen and Fe(II) were detected, and the catalyst could be easily separated from water. Diclofenac was then degraded using the catalyst in ultrasound system. The catalyst showed high catalytic activity with 95% diclofenac removal. Analysis showed that ·OH attack of diclofenac was a main pathway, and then ·OH generation mechanism was clarified. The effects of catalyst dosage, sonication time, ultrasonic density, initial pH, and inorganic anions on diclofenac degradation were studied. Sulfate anion enhanced the degradation of diclofenac. Mechanism in the catalytic ultrasonic process was analyzed and reactions were clarified. Large quantity of oxidants was generated on the catalyst surface, including ·OH, O2-, O- and HO2·, which degraded diclofenac efficiently. In the solution and interior of cavitation bubbles, ·OH and "hot spot" effects contributed to the degradation of diclofenac. Reuse of the catalyst was further investigated to enhance its economy, and the catalyst maintained activity after seven uses.